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The Accounting Top 100 social media leaderboard scores and ranks users based on
�ve separate metrics, each of which is weighted according to its perceived value.
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Today’s smart phones have become essential communication devices with at-our-
�ngertips applications that connect us to our social spheres, news, and technology.
This release we asked our participants to share the most-used apps on their smart
phones and as expected, we received some interesting responses and
recommendations that we plan to check out! 
 
Be sure to scroll down this article to read highlights or click on the
#AccountingTop100 hashtag to read the conversations on Twitter.   
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You won’t want to miss the highlights from the latest Top 100… 
 
Our spotlight this week is on Tom Wheelwright, CPA, founder and CEO of
WealthAbility out of Tempe, Arizona, whose leap of 94 spots from #184 to land at
#90 drew our attention with this leaderboard release!

The best-selling author of Tax-Free Wealth, Wheelwright is a wealth and tax expert,
global speaker, podcaster, and entrepreneur who prides himself on making taxes fun,
easy and understandable. Tom specializes in helping entrepreneurs and investors
build wealth through practical and strategic ways that permanently reduce taxes.

Of note, Tom is a Rich Dad Advisor to Robert Kiyosaki (Rich Dad Poor Dad) and
frequently speaks at conferences worldwide to entrepreneurs on these topics. His
work has been featured in The Wall Street Journal, Washington Post, Forbes,
Accounting Today, Investor’s Business Daily, FOX & Friends, ABC News Radio, NPR,
Marketplace and many more media.

Tom recently teamed up with fellow Accounting Top 100 cohort, Jody Padar, CPA, to
host Secrets to Successful Services Pricing and Firm Staf�ng as part of their
Revolutionary Accounting Series webinars. You can check out the webinar recording
along with other videos on Tom’s YouTube channel.

We are honored to have Tom as valued member of our Accounting Top 100 Social
Media Leaderboard!

Moving on up this week is Dawn Brolin, CPA who advanced 73 spots from #168 to
place at #95! You can �nd Team Brolin in Windham, Connecticut. Way to go, Dawn,
keep up the momentum!

New to the Accounting Top 100 Leaderboard are Fred Toroni, CPA, MBA and Kyle
Johnson, CPA. Welcome to this community, Fred and Kyle!

Check out the latest leaderboard here: https://www.rise.global/accounting-top-
100/r/2700460

Social Reactions

Happy to be a part of the #AccountingTop100! 😍 
 
My iPhone Calendar app gets heavy use. It’s integrated with my Calendly
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and my Google calendar. Very few appointments are double booked with
the integrations I have set up. �#accounting #timemanagement

— Kathy Grosskurth (@KathyGrosskurth) February 1, 2023

@DKSportsbook ��� … I mean if you’re gonna ask you’re going to get the
wrong answer only with me! 
 
The app I should / need to use more is @draftsapp … insanely more
powerful then it appears at a great price. https://t.co/Bsxo2ytqLx
pic.twitter.com/fOJ7VsQ3pK

— Travis Raml, CPA (@RAMLCPA) February 1, 2023

@EarmarkCPE of course! 😎  
 
Actually it’s Instagram. But it should be Earmark CPE. 😆
https://t.co/FxXLT1AC8f

— Blake Oliver (@BlakeTOliver) February 1, 2023

Todoist! It’s a digital checklist I can’t live without.

— Shaun Hunley (@ShaunHunley) February 1, 2023

i checked my phone's screen time settings and turns out i've been playing a
lot of Woodoku! haha!! That's my "brain is tired just vegging out" app
while i'm watching net�ix, so it makes sense…. 
 
next biggest one is @SlackHQ !

— Karen Reyburn (@karenlreyburn) February 1, 2023

Oohh most used �� 
According to my weekly insights from Apple its @instagram �

— Sherrell T. Martin (@SherrellTMartin) February 2, 2023

On my phone it’s #PikminBloom  
Join @PKubeyEA and me for a walk pic.twitter.com/LIsVh74TQw

— Jeremy Stephens (@J_Stephens_CPA) February 1, 2023
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How the leaderboard works: The Accounting Top 100 social media leaderboard uses
an algorithm that scores and ranks users based on �ve separate metrics, each of
which is weighted according to its perceived value. These �ve metrics are calculated
every two weeks and combined to form a Power Score: a 1-100 value based on
Rise.Global’s Relative Scoring Method. This Power Score determines a user’s rank on
each new leaderboard release.

Want to see yourself rank even higher?

Remember, a new leaderboard with updated rankings is generated every two weeks,
so keep up the great work on social media and watch your ranking climb.

Think you have what it takes to make the Top 100? Join for free today!
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